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RIVERS* Rivers have their beginning in
rain drops. Some of the rain is soaked into
the earth, but a portion of it inns off down
the slopes and finally reaches the sea. An
embankment by the roadside after a shower
will furnish one with an illustration of all the
facts about the formation of a river. The
rain drops collect into little rills which unite
to form larger rills, and these join one main
stream that carries the water down the em-
bankment. Rivers are formed in a similar
manner, but on a larger plan. They usually
have their origin far up in the mountains or
hills, in a spring or a melting glacier. These
mountain brooks unite to form larger brooks,
which in turn unite to form a creek, and
numerous creeks unite to form the main
stream. This is the river, although it may be
small. The creeks are the tributaries. The
land bordering on the stream forms the banks
of the river. That on the right when the
observer faces down stream is the riglit bank;
that on the left is the left bank. A river sys-
tem includes the main river and all its tribu-
taries. The region drained by a river system
is a river basin. The height of land sepa-
rating one river system from another is a
divide.
Rivers receive their water from rain and
snow, and from underground water. One-
fourth of this quantity of water reaches the
sea through rivers. Snow-capped mountains
and glaciers sustain an important relation to
rivers, since the melting snow and iee sup-
ply them with water during the summer, and
in arid regions prevent them from running
dry.
The rise and fall of rivers is due chiefly
to irregularity of the rainfall over the river
basin. A period of heavy rainfall is likely
to cause floods. Excessively warm weather
in early spring in those regions having a
heavy fall of snow is also likely to cause
floods. In periods of drought the rivers have
their volume of water greatly reduced, and
in arid regions they may run dry. Rivers
fed largely from underground sources main-
tain a comparatively uniform volume. For-
ests are also important agents in preserving
uniformity and preventing floods, because
ground covered with forests absorbs a much
larger portion of the rainfall than does the
open country.
Work of Rivers. The form and size of a
river channel depend upon the size of the
stream and the degree of slope. The steepest
 slope is usually in the tipper part of the
channel, where the stream and its tributaries
have great velocity and consequently great
force, often sufficient to enable them to re-
move from their bed all but the heaviest rocks.
In this part of the course the channel is nar-
row, with steep banks, and usually it is free
from bends.
The middle course is characterized by a
more gentle slope, with lower banks and a
wider channel. The current is slower, and
is deprived of much of its power of transpor-
tation; consequently the large pebbles and
coarse gravel which the stream carries along
in its upper course are dropped here, and we
find the river bed and the banks covered
with rounded pebbles. As this material is
deposited it fills up the channel, causing the
stream to become broader and more shallow.
In this part of the course there is still suffi-
cient velocity to the current to enable it to
carry the finer silt to the lower part of the
course where it is deposited. The current is
not strong enough to remove obstructions, so
the river flows around them, and for this
reason a river may have a number of great
curves in its middle course. Among large
rivers the Mississippi affords the best illus-
tration of this feature. Moreover, obstruc-
tions in the bed of the stream catch more or
less of the silt, and by this constant addition
of material in time become low islands.
The lower course is characterized by low
banks, a broad channel and a slow current.
Much of the silt brought from the upper and
middle parts of the course is deposited
along the banks and on the adjoining land
whenever there is an overflow, forming broad
alluvial plains noted for their fertility. A
portion of the silt is also deposited on the
bed of the stream, so in this part of its course
the river is constantly raising itself to a
higher level. The Mississippi affords the
most remarkable illustration of this feature,
for here the river is higher than the sur-
rounding country and disastrous floods are
frequently caused by breaks in its banks.
Canyons and Ravines. In the work of
rivers we see the most striking illustration of
the old proverb:
••Water dropping day by day
Will wear the hardest rock away."
No rock is so hard that running water will
not wear a channel in it. Some rocks—such
as limestone and sandstone—wear more rap-
idly than others, and wherever rivers flow

